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Abstract. The crowd-sourced Naturewatch GBIF dataset is used to
obtain a species classification dataset containing approximately 1.2 mil-
lion photos of nearly 20 thousand different species of biological organ-
isms observed in their natural habitat. We present a general hierarchical
species identification system based on deep convolutional neural networks
trained on the NatureWatch dataset. The dataset contains images taken
under a wide variety of conditions and is heavily imbalanced, with most
species associated with only few images. We apply multi-view classifica-
tion as a way to lend more influence to high frequency details, hierarchi-
cal fine-tuning to help with class imbalance and provide regularisation,
and automatic specificity control for optimising classification depth. Our
system achieves 55.8% accuracy when identifying individual species and
around 90% accuracy at an average taxonomy depth of 5.1—equivalent
to the taxonomic rank of ”family”—when applying automatic specificity
control.
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1 Introduction
Can we use a commodity camera to take a snapshot of an animal or a plant in the
wild and identify its species automatically using convolutional neural networks?
This is the question we investigate in this paper, based on a large crowd-sourced
image dataset3 provided by iNaturalist.org. The data, annotated by experts and
deemed research grade, comprises approximately 1.2 million photographs of more
than 20 thousand species observed in their natural habitat. It contains images
taken by ordinary people under a wide variety of uncontrolled conditions and is
heavily imbalanced. On the other hand, the data poses a hierarchical classifica-
tion problem, making it possible to abstain from a species-level classification if
the classification model is insufficiently confident, returning a classification at a
higher level of the taxonomy instead.
We use a state-of-the-art pre-trained convolutional neural network, the In-
ceptionResnetV2 [10] network trained on the Imagenet [8] data, and fine-tuned it
3 http://www.gbif.org/dataset/50c9509d-22c7-4a22-a47d-8c48425ef4a7
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on the Naturewatch data. We introduce two novel techniques—multi-view clas-
sification, and hierarchical fine-tuning—along with automatic specificity control
for optimising classification depth. Multi-view classification enables the network
to retain high frequency details while also increasing representational power,
and can be generalised to problems requiring multiple correlated views of an
object, while hierarchical fine-tuning helps with class imbalance and provides
regularisation.
Our system achieves 55.8% accuracy when identifying species and around
90% accuracy at an average taxonomy depth of 5.1—equivalent to the taxonomic
rank of ’family’—when applying automatic specificity control.
Species identification using machine learning is not a new idea and has been
attempted before, but in a much more constraint setting on a much smaller scale.
We review related work in the next section before presenting our deep-learning-
based system in Section 3. Section 4 describes how we prepared the data and
Section 5 presents our results. Section 6 concludes the paper.
2 Related work
Classification of moths is the subject of [6], based on a dataset containing 774
images across 35 classes. Images are mostly dorsal views of moths on a uni-
formly coloured background. Prior to classification with a support vector ma-
chine, global image statistics, colour histograms, local patch intensity statistics
and other features are extracted from each image. The system achieves an accu-
racy of 85% in 10-fold cross validation.
Colour histogram features are also used for species classification in [7], but
in the context of constructing hierarchically structured ensembles of neural net-
works trained using evolutionary optimisers. The classification hierarchy is tra-
versed from the topmost level (genus) down to the species level to produce labels.
If insufficient information is provided to the classifier, traversal is stopped and
a less specific label produced. This is similar to the hierarchical approach we
present in this paper. The classifier is evaluated on images of orchids.
A different set of features is used in [13], which presents experiments on a
dataset of 120 images across seven species. The images are processed by an edge
detector and have their contours digitised with the elliptic Fourier transform. A
support vector machine classifier is trained on the elliptic Fourier coefficients,
yielding a final per-species accuracy ranging from 90% to 98% .
Deep convolutional networks have also been considered for species classifica-
tion. In [5], a fine-tuned deep convolutional neural network classifier for plant
leaves is presented, using a dataset consisting of 2816 images across 44 classes
of plant leaves. The system achieves an accuracy of 99.5%, demonstrating the
efficacy of convolutional neural networks.
Deep neural networks are also used in [2], which applies a technique similar
to HD-CNN [12] over a base network of fine-tuned VGGNets. With 200k im-
ages spread across 277 classes, this method attains an accuracy of 44.6%. As
in our work, the images are commodity images taken in various conditions and
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Fig. 1: A visualisation of the two views the network receives
backgrounds. Along with the relatively large number of classes this is a likely
explanation for the relatively low accuracy.
3 Hierarchical species classification with deep learning
We use a modified version of the InceptionResnetV2 network trained on the
Imagenet data as the starting point for our experiments. The modified version
of the network has a different architecture than the one described in [10], and
makes use of auxiliary classifiers as in [11]. In the following, we describe how we
apply multi-view classification, hierarchical knowledge transfer, and automatic
specificity control to yield our final system.
3.1 Multi-view classification
Our multi-view network architecture is inspired by three related works. In [3],
two different scales of video frames are used for video classification—one neural
network is trained on the entire image region, and another on only the central
region. The outputs of the two networks are merged at the ”bottleneck” layer
and classification is performed from there. In [9], a network composed of multiple
views of an object is trained and combined using pooling, with the results being
passed to another convolutional neural network for final classification. All views
of the object are passed through the same initial network which acts as a feature
extractor. Finally, in TreeNets, as presented in [4], the authors demonstrate that
branching of networks after a few layers and ensembling the results, instead
of branching at input—as for normal ensembles—results in useful sharing of
common early-level convolutional filters general to most images, and leads to
increased accuracy.
Our multi-view classification technique uses two sections of the input image,
both at the same resolution but at different magnification scales, to perform
training and classification.This is important for species identification as both
the high frequency details and the overall shape of the image have a significant
impact on what the species is. The first five convolution layers of our architec-
ture act as a shared feature extractor for both views. Parameters are shared
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up to and including the stem block of the architecture, after which the network
splits into two, each with its own set of parameters. To allow features from the
different input images to correlate with each other, we concatenate the output
of the two branches, doubling the depth, and perform a 1x1 convolution with
output depth equal to that before concatenation. We then use the rest of the
InceptionResnetV2 network’s pipeline as normal. See Figure 2 for the overall
network architecture.
One issue with our multi-view technique is that during training time, the
region of interest is not known and thus we compromise and take the central
region. However, if the object of interest is not within the central region, then
this may lead to an unexpected combination of features leading to a possibly
misinformed classification. One way of overcoming this obstacle would be to
use a training set with bounding boxes on objects of interest. Then, during
classification, the user could be asked to specify a bounding box for the region
of interest.
Network specific adjustments Google’s Inception series of networks use an
auxiliary classifier [11] as an additional source to optimise for. We keep the
auxiliary classifier only on the whole-view branch. Another adjustment we make
is that the crop-view branch is not initialised from a pretrained network but
randomly, to encourage diversity between the two branch networks. As the layers
before and after this branch both have pretrained weights, this branch should
quickly adapt [14] to the training data.
3.2 Hierarchical knowledge transfer
Overfitting is an acute problem when dealing with very small classes containing
few observations. Given the hierarchical nature of our dataset, we combat this
problem by translating labels to those of their superclasses, effectively reducing
the number of classes and increasing the number of samples per class.4 This can
be applied recursively up the hierarchy until a desired number of samples-per-
class is achieved. We then first train against this reduced-complexity problem,
progressively increasing the difficulty of the dataset by translating labels down
the hierarchy and copying final-layer weights to the corresponding subclasses.
This is done recursively until the original problem is recovered.
Formally, let kd be the number of different classes at depth d, X be the set
of input examples, d0 ∈ {0, . . . , dmax − 1} be the starting depth, and wd be the
weights of the (currently) final layer of the network, for classifying at depth d.
Moreover, let f : X × W → {1, . . . , kd} be the model classifying an example
using weights w and td : {1, . . . , kd} → {1, . . . , kd−1} be the translation function
at depth d that maps a label to its parent label.
We optimise f using wd0 until convergence, then create new weights wd+1,
where weights for each class i are set according to w
(i)
d+1 = w
(td(i))
d . Finally,
4 We can also view this as an extreme form of input augmentation.
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Fig. 2: Multi-view network architecture
to obtain diversity in the weight vectors, we mix in randomisation for wd+1 as
explained below. We continue this process, incrementing d until d = dmax.
The aim of this process—through the combined effect of smoother error sur-
faces due to the simpler problems being initially tackled, and superclass-based
weight initialisation—is to achieve a strong regularising effect and enhance clas-
sification accuracy for under-represented classes. This technique also aids conver-
gence speed as superclasses usually have more distinguishing features between
them, helping the network quickly locate the features that actually matter.
Weight vector randomization Here we will derive the expression for mixing
weights. We will be using uniform distributions for adding randomness as it was
the initialisation method used in the base network architecture InceptionRes-
netV2. We want to mix the two weights using a user-determined scalar factor
a ∈ [0, 1] while maintaining variance, assuming both already have optimal vari-
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ance. Let X, Y be independent random variables with equal variances such that
V ar[X] = V ar[Y ]. For any scaled distribution,
V ar[kX] = k2V ar[X]
thus to recover the original variance we need to scale X and Y by
√
a and
√
1− a:
V ar[
√
aX +
√
1− aY ] = aV ar[X] + (1− a)V ar[Y ]
= V ar[X] = V ar[Y ]
Therefore, to maintain the original variance, we mix weights according to:
w =
√
aw0 +
√
1− awrandom
3.3 Automatic specificity adjustment
Given the nature of our data it is clear that we will not achieve high accuracy
across the full set of species. We can try to avoid presenting misleading infor-
mation to the user of our system by classifying at higher levels of the hierarchy
when necessary. The method presented in [1] classifies the input along a given
hierarchy such that maximum information gain is achieved, while maintaining
a targeted accuracy. It is based on the observation that classifying at the root
node of the hierarchy would result in perfect accuracy, but with zero information
gain, while always classifying at a leaf node would maximise information gain,
but yield potentially low accuracy. A threshold dictates the cut-off point that is
used to determine which level of the hierarchy an input is classified at, such that
information gain is maximised while satisfying an accuracy target. The optimal
threshold is found using binary search on accuracy values obtained through eval-
uating the test set against the current threshold. In operation, real data is, of
course, different from that in the test set, and thus this method cannot guarantee
accuracy given unseen examples.
For our work, we use the absolute depth as the metric instead of information
gain, as information gain has little bearing in terms of species classification. We
classify at the deepest node that provides an estimated class probability greater
or equal to the user-provided confidence threshold. Additionally, we allow one to
specify a series of prior nodes to begin search from, instead of always using the
hierarchy root, such that users with additional information can improve their
classification accuracy and granularity.
To classify at a level higher than leaf level, some method must be employed to
produce class probability estimates for those higher level nodes. One method is
to climb up the hierarchy from the most likely leaf class but this does not yield
a probability; another is to use separate classifiers for each branching point,
which is unsuitable for large and computationally complex networks such as
InceptionResnetV2. Yet another one is to approximate class probabilities for
higher-level nodes as the sums of all probabilities of successor nodes. The last
method is what we use in this paper.
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Ideally, we would like to classify as close to leaf-level as possible. Using a prob-
ability threshold, we can determine the optimal level of the hierarchy to classify
at. Formally, let Children(n) be all child nodes under node n. Let Depth(n)
be the depth of node n. Let Probability(n) be the probability of a leaf node
n. Let t ∈ [0, 1] be the confidence threshold. Define NodeProbability(n), the
probability at node n, as:
NodeProbability(n) =
{
Probability(n) if n is leaf∑
l∈Children(n)NodeProbability(l) otherwise
The goal is the to find
argmax
n
Depth(n) +NodeProbability(n)
subject to NodeProbability(n) < t
An optimal way to find this node is to traverse the tree in a depth-first manner
such that depths and probabilities are obtained whenever a node’s children have
been traversed.
As the test set is not an exact representation of real data, there is little
need for having a mathematically guaranteed accuracy in practical scenarios.
A probabilistic approximation may serve the purpose whilst taking significantly
less time to optimise. Under this assumption, we build on the prior work in [1]
in that instead of using full binary search for the best threshold, we use hill-
climbing to optimise the threshold parameter with regards to a target accuracy
while running the evaluation. With a learning factor that reduces as optimisation
proceeds, we can converge to a threshold that nearly maximises specificity while
hitting the target accuracy. Hill climbing is effective in this case as an increase
in threshold and will always lead to an increase in accuracy.
Fig. 3: Classification depth versus target accuracy, for our final model.
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One can see in Figure 3 that there is always a trade-off between target accu-
racy and classification depth. As we approach a target accuracy of 1, classification
depth decreases sharply, as even root level nodes fail to classify to the specified
accuracy. A graph like this can be useful in inferring a target accuracy that still
provides results at a meaningful depth.
4 Data preparation
Our image set exhibits a significant number of challenges. The distance from
camera, lighting conditions, background, and image quality are very variable.
The same species could look drastically different in two given images. Further-
more, species may be at any stage in their lifecycle—for example images labelled
as a monarch butterfly may represent this species in egg or butterfly form. The
image may not contain the labelled species at all—foot prints, faecal matter,
and other identifiable aspects may be present in the image set, which leads to
the next point: the expert labelling may be based on more than the image itself,
taking into account location, time and the submitted text brief to produce a la-
belling. The images may also contain more than one species. These issues make
it extremely challenging for the classifier to build a robust model. We should
also note that our species hierarchy is a taxonomic hierarchy and not necessarily
based on visual differences. Behaviour, habitat, and genome sequence are often
key differentiators in the taxonomy but cannot necessarily be captured in images.
Given a hierarchy corresponding to the visual similarity between the classes, the
accuracy of classification would likely improve.
The full dataset consisted of images separated into over 100,000 different
species. These images are mostly in JPEG format with resolutions ranging from
0.3 to over eight megapixels. Non-JPEG images were not downloaded for our
experiments. Also, during the downloading process, some images could not be
retrieved, and some of the species had an unusual taxonomy and were discarded.
Many species had fewer than five images under their name, making it unsuitable
for training a deep learning type model. Such images were also discarded. Finally,
the dataset of usable images consisted of 1,214,141 images across 19,027 classes.
The dataset was randomly separated into 2 sets, training and validation, in a
80-20 split. The training set was used for training, while the validation set was
used to test and measure classification accuracy. In total, 16,583 species were
present in the validation set, instead of the full 19,027 in the training set. As a
standard practice to improve accuracy, these selected images underwent random
augmentation when training the network, where each image entered into the
network was cropped, horizontal-flipped with a random chance, and had its
brightness adjusted by ±12.5%, contrast adjusted by ±50%, hue adjusted by
±20% and saturation adjusted by ±50%. Vertical flipping and rotation was not
used for augmentation as almost all plant or animals are captured at a certain
angle. The augmentation was performed in a stream-wise manner as images were
loaded in for training.
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5 Experimental results
The following default parameters originally used for training the InceptionRes-
netV2 network on the Imagenet dataset [10], were also reused for all experiments
in this paper:
– L2 weight decay with λ = 0.00004
– Batch normalisation with Decay = 0.9997,  = 0.001
– Xavier initialisation in [10]
– Dropout before final layer with DropProbability = 0.2
– Adam optimiser with β1 = 0.9, β2 = 0.999 and  = 1
Parameter tuning was not performed, to enable a more controlled comparison
between the different networks used. Further optimising hyperparameters may
lead to an increase in accuracy.
For automatic specificity adjustment, we targeted an accuracy of 90%. We
split the validation set into two even parts, with one part not being used to affect
the confidence threshold. The average classification depth and accuracy was
based solely off the unseen set of 100,000 images. We reused this configuration
for all three of our experiments concerning automatic specificity adjustment.
Our first experiment with the large dataset was with a pretrained and un-
modified InceptionResnetV2 network. For this experiment, a batch size of 32
was used. We trained for a total of six epochs, using a learning rate of 0.01 for
the first three epochs, followed by 0.001 for the next two, and 0.0001 for the
final one. A final accuracy of 46.6% was attained. Using automatic specificity
adjustment, we achieved an accuracy of 90.0% at an average taxonomy depth of
4.78.
Our second experiment used the modified multi-view InceptionResnetV2 net-
work. For this experiment, a batch size of 16 was used, due to the increased model
size, forcing us to reduce batch size to free up enough memory. We trained for a
total of four epochs, using a learning rate of 0.1 for the first two epochs, followed
by 0.01 for the next one-and-a-half, 0.001 for the next half, and 0.0001 for the
final half epoch. A final accuracy of 54.8% was attained, an increase of 9.2%
above the state-of-the-art InceptionResnetV2 network. Using automatic speci-
ficity adjustment, we achieved an accuracy of 90.0% at an average taxonomy
depth of 4.96, which is a 5.6% increase in depth. When testing on the training
set, an accuracy of 68.2% was attained—a significant increase over that on the
validation set, which shows signs that the network is overfitting.
Our third experiment used the multi-view InceptionResnetV2 network along
with the hierarchical knowledge transfer technique. A batch size of 16 was again
used. Training was done in two stages—first we trained at the genus level (tax-
onomy level 6) over one-and-a-half epochs using a learning rate of 0.1. Then we
translated and trained at the species level (taxonomy level 7) for three more
epochs, using a learning rate of 0.1 for the first epoch, 0.01 for the next one,
0.001 for the next half, and 0.001 for the final half. A final accuracy of 55.8% was
attained, an increase of 1.0% above what we achieved with the multi-view Incep-
tionResnetV2 network. Using automatic specificity adjustment, we achieved an
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accuracy of 90.0% at an average taxonomy depth of 5.09, which is a further 3.3%
increase above the depth in the previous experiment. Interestingly, when tested
on the training set, an accuracy of 57.8% was attained. Compared to using the
multi-view approach alone, we see that applying hierarchical knowledge transfer
reduces the amount of overfitting significantly.
Fig. 4: The differences in accuracy for classes of different sizes, for the three
experiments.
In Figure 4 we can see that multi-view networks provided a large improve-
ment in accuracy for small classes, at the cost of reduced accuracy for larger
classes. We speculate that this is due to the improved model being more able to
distinguish the small difficult classes, thus no longer sacrificing their accuracy for
those of the larger, easier classes. Surprisingly, hierarchical knowledge transfer
provided gains across all class sizes. This goes against the initial hypothesis in
Section 3.2 and means that, at least in this dataset, not only under-represented
classes but all classes, benefit from the pretraining and initialisation from pa-
rameters of superclasses. It is interesting to note from Table 1 that although
hierarchical knowledge transfer gains only 1% improvement in raw accuracy, it
delivers 3.3% increased classification depth at the same target accuracy when
automatic specificity adjustment is applied, while multi-view learning alone de-
livered a 9.2% increase in raw accuracy but only a 5.6% increase in classification
depth.
6 Conclusions
We investigated the viability of large-scale species identification from commodity
images using state-of-the-art image recognition based on a convolutional neural
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Network
Accuracy
(validation
set)
Accuracy
(training
set)
Automatic
Specificity
Accuracy
Automatic
Specificity
Depth
InceptionResnetV2 46.6% - 90.0% 5.78
InceptionResnetV2 + Multi-view 54.8% 68.2% 90.0% 5.96
InceptionResnetV2 + Multi-view
+ Hierarchical knowledge transfer
55.8% 57.8% 90.0% 6.09
Table 1: Evaluation results for the three experiments.
network. The experimental results are highly encouraging, with 55.8% classifica-
tion accuracy when discriminating between the almost 20,000 individual species
in the dataset and 90.0% accuracy at an average taxonomy depth of 5.1 when
applying automatic specificity control.
There is potential for the developed system to be used in a diverse range of
applications, for example, identifying tree species in autonomous UAV surveys,
or classifying harmful pests in one’s backyard. However, for more critical ap-
plications, the granularity or accuracy may not yet be sufficient. The primary
reason for this is that many species in the dataset are represented by very few
images.
Two of the methods considered in this paper, hierarchical knowledge transfer
and multi-view classification, may warrant investigation in other classification
settings as well. Moreover, it would be useful to consider the effect of tuning
the parameters for hierarchical knowledge transfer and experimenting with ar-
chitecture variations for multi-view classification. The latter technique could be
generalised to any classification task that requires different views of an object.
For each additional view, we can add another column after the initial split point
in the network and merge at the concatenation point. These multiple views may
stem from different images or from sub-regions of the same image as in this pa-
per. Depending on the similarity of features in these views, the network should be
tuned such that an appropriate amount of parameters is shared between views.
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